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BNY Mellon Shareowner Services conducted a detailed 
analysis of its support for more than 460 annual 
meetings during the 2010 proxy season. 

Relationship managers and others who support client annual meetings participated in an extensive 
internal study that collected data on a range of meeting issues, including type and number of 
proposals voted on, impact of changes to proxy voting rules eliminating broker votes for election of 
directors, use of proxy solicitors, and other pertinent matters. 

As our findings demonstrate, the 2010 annual meeting season was highlighted more by 
what didn’t happen than by what actually took place. For instance, concerns about increased 
shareholder activism, longer and more complex meetings and issues arising from the loss of the 
broker vote for directors, proved to be largely unfounded. 

The loss of the broker vote

The largest surprise in our findings was the lack of impact that the change to NYSE Rule 452, 
which was approved by the SEC and effective for the first time this year, had on the vote. The 
change to NYSE Rule 452 eliminated the broker discretionary vote for the election of directors. 
Commentators, industry experts and journalists alike had all weighed in on the negative impact 
this would have on the proxy vote. Our study has found that this rule has not had the expected 
negative consequences during the 2010 proxy season.

There were only 35 companies in the population studied for which we noted any appreciable drop  
in the vote for directors as a result of the loss of the broker vote. Of those, the average drop in the 
vote was 11%, but that drop had no real impact to the vote outcome.

Proposals 

Most companies in our study kept the total number of proposals to a minimum - directors, auditors 
and simple by-law or stock issuance proposals. A significant population of the companies covered 
by our study (68%) had 3 or fewer proposals on the ballot. Only 11% had more than 5 proposals.

In spite of the publicity and commentary around activist driven issues, companies studied were  
not inundated with these issues. Less than 1% had proposals on majority voting or an independent 
board chair. Only 2% saw proposals on declassifying the board, though many of these companies  
have already declassified boards, and 4% had social responsibility proposals.

We took a very 
methodical, 
disciplined approach 
to gathering and 
analyzing information. 
Expectations leading 
up to the season 
were for a rising tide 
of activism across 
a broad range of 
issues – greater pay 
scrutiny, claw-back 
provisions, changes 
to board structure, 
and a host of other 
governance matters. 
Our data clearly 
indicates an outcome 
that in terms of 
the overall season 
was the opposite.



A mere 8% of the meetings we supported contained either a management or shareholder request for an 
advisory vote on pay.

None of the companies we supported had an issue with quorum. Of course, the vast majority of 
companies had an auditor approval proposal, which builds in an assurance of quorum, as most brokers  
will still supply the discretionary vote on routine matters.

Besides the vote for directors (which is now classified as non-routine due to the change to NYSE Rule 
452) there were few non-routine proposals. Only 15 proposals failed out of the over 1,000 total proposals 
for the meetings we supported.

The minimal number of non-routine proposals seemed to influence the issuers’ decision on employing 
a proxy solicitor. Only 14% of the issuers in our survey used a solicitor. It should be noted, that of the 15 
failed proposals referenced above, only one issuer employed a solicitor.
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Meetings were not big events

Over half of the companies in our study held meetings in corporate offices (53%). Many others used 
hotel meeting rooms (32%) and a smaller number held the meetings in law offices or at private clubs 
(8%). Less than 7% held meetings at larger venues, such as convention centers and larger auditoriums.

Attendance also trended on the smaller side. The average attendance was 41 shareholders and 65%  
of companies in our survey had less than 50 shareholders present. Another 19% had between 50 and 100 
attendees, leaving 16% that had over 100 shareholders at the meeting. However, one company, a food 
retailer, offered their very popular coffee products free; and had over 4000 attendees at the meeting.

The downsizing trend even showed up in the average length of this year’s annual meetings. 64%  
of the meetings we supported were less than one hour, including 20% which were less than 30  
minutes and, in a true display of efficiency, 9% which were less than 10 minutes. The remaining meetings 
were 1-2 hours (12%) or 2+ hours (24%). Meetings tended to be streamlined, with only about half 
providing refreshments. 

The activists

There were a number of reports before the 2010 proxy season warning that a resurgence of activism 
would bring increasing demands for changes in corporate governance. It was expected that there would 
be demands for greater pay scrutiny, changes in board structures, claw back provisions, as well as a range 
of other activist issues. However, our results indicate an absence of activism. We observed activists at 
less than 40 annual meetings and we noted only one activist who was concerned with majority voting 
(although many companies have already addressed this issue or had it on the ballot this year).

The conclusion we draw from the meetings analyzed is that many companies heard the warnings about 
shareholder activism, longer and more complex meetings and loss of the broker vote and heeded them. 
As a result, they formulated a strategy that met the regulatory requirements for the annual meeting 
of shareholders, while offering a non-controversial, downsized meeting, with routine matters and 
customary execution. 

But this approach may be short-lived. Congress, supported by the current administration, and/or the SEC 
may mandate key governance changes such as say on pay, proxy access and majority voting. Companies 
may have to address at some point non-routine matters including corporate restructures, changes to 
compensation, and board configuration.

When it comes to annual meeting season, the standard financial services disclaimer seems to apply; past 
performance is no indicator of future results.
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2010 Annual Meeting  
Key Findings

•  Loss of the broker vote 
for directors had minimal 
impact.

• All met quorum.

•  “Say on Pay” proposals 
were infrequent.

•  Most had 3 or fewer  
proposals.

•  Meetings were brief  
and mostly 
controversy free.

•  Activists attended very 
few meetings.

•  Issuers did not offer many 
non-routine proposals.
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BNY Mellon Shareowner Services is a world-class provider of corporate equity solutions for 
more than2,100 institutional clients representing 35 million shareowner accounts worldwide, and 
administers employee stock plans that service more than 2.7 million optionees and employee stock 
plan participants. BNY Mellon Shareowner Services is part of BNY Mellon’s Issuer Services group, 
which is also a leading provider of corporate trust services, serving more than $11 trillion in outstanding 
debt, and is the market leader in depository receipts, with more than 1,300 sponsored programs. 
More information about Shareowner Services is available at www.bnymellon.com/shareowner.

BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. BNY Mellon is 
a global financial services company focused on helping clients manage and service their financial 
assets, operating in 34 countries and serving more than 100 markets. BNY Mellon is a leading 
provider of financial services for institutions, corporations and high-net-worth individuals, providing 
superior asset management and wealth management, asset servicing, issuer services, clearing 
services and treasury services through a worldwide client-focused team. It has $22.4 trillion in 
assets under custody and administration, $1.1 trillion in assets under management, services $11.8 
trillion in outstanding debt and processes global payments averaging $1.5 trillion per day. Additional 
information is available at www.bnymellon.com.


